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GUMeX
Manufacturer FDA certification according
to PUR-MHF
Here: AIRDUC PUR 351 MHF, 351-xxxx-OOOO

Polyurethane hoses of the NORRES PUR MHf series, which are made trom special, particularly high..ualily raw
materials, are perfectly suited for many applications in the food seclor, Thjs product series includes the following
hose types among others, in the standard make ... 0000 and ..1001 with transparent, not colored wall:

. PROTAPE~ PUR 331 MHf

. PROTAPE@PUR330 MHF ao' PROTAP~ PUR INOX 330 MHf

. PROTAPE@PUR335 MHF FLAT ao' PROTAPei PUR-CU 335 MHf FlAT

. AIRDU~ PUR 351 MHF ao' AIRDUC@ PUR INOX 351 MHF

. AIRDU~ PUR 355 MHF ao' AIRDUC@ PUR INOX 355 MHF

. AIRDU~ PUR 356 MHF ao' AIRDU~ PUR INOX 356 MHF

. AIRDUC@PUR356 MHF reinforced

. BARDUC PUR INOX 382 MHF

. CP PUR INOX 455 MHF

. NORFLEX (lPUR 401 MHF

. NORFLEX f:pUR 441 MHF

These hose types have offcially legal and regulatory approvals for food applìcations by independent institutes, complying with
many ofthe food industry guidelines, and they can also be used with some restrictions in the medical sector.

The properties ofthe material used for the hose wall include the fotlowing:

. Compliance with FDA LU$ Food and Drug Administration) regulations:
The raw materials and additives used (except for stabilizers) are listed in the FDA CFR Title 21 § 177.2600 ~Rubber
articles intended for repeated use" dated April 1 , 2010. The antioxidants and stabilizers used are listed in § 178.2010
~Antioxidants and/or stabilizers for polymers".

. SIR (German Federaiinstitute for Risk Assessmenl, formerly BgWl:
The monomers used in manufacture are listed in the German Commodities Ordinance (BGVO) pubtished December
23,1997 (BGBI. 19981, p. 5), last changed on July 2, 2010.
The used initial substances are listed in Section 2.1, Category 1 of Recommendation XXiX, "Commodities based on
Polyurethanes" BfR from June 1, 1998, last changed on January 1, 2010

. EC Regulation 2002/72/EC and 1012011

The monomers and additives used are Iisted in the appendices ofthe Regulation 2002172EEC corresponding to the
version after the latest regulation amendment 2007/19fEC and 2008/39/EC, EC-Regulation 975/2009 and regulation
1012011, as weil as amendment regulation 1183/2012.
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When we label hases with the offcial food logo of the EU, the "glass/fork" symbol, we have an
offcial approval for the entire hose in each case by an independent testing laboratory in
accordance with the EU Regulation 2002/72/EC, ¡ncl. Regulation 975/2009 and Regulation
10(2011.

The examinalions carred out by an independent testing laboratory show thai these product lines meet
the requirements of the EU Regulation 2002/72/EC, ¡ncl. 975/2009 and Regulation 1012011,
relaling to plastic materials and articles intended to came ¡nto contact with foodstuffs and the German
BGVO for food contact articles. Please note the offcial test certificate.

(Note: Same of Ihe guidelines for food contact eited above, which are based on EU Directives, Iists Iimitations 01 the residual contenl of
individual components of synthetic materials, However, it should be noted that the regulation 1012011, which applies to all EU member
states, sets a limit value for the overall constituent migration in synthetic products for food sector use of 10 mg/dm'. Even if, as in this case,
an offeial slatement from the manulacturer is available, accrding to Directive 10/2011, these tests should be penormed on lhe end
product by the processor using Ihe corresponding foods or load simulation materials. limes and temperatures should be chosen to reflect
actual conditons during the normal use of the articles, in accrdance with the rule from EU regulation 10/2011. II is the responsibility of the
procesor to ensure that the artide is suitable for the intended purpse.)

Best regards,
NORRES Schlauchtechnik Gmb~ €-
LA. Andreas Serafini Ñ 0 ~ ,",
Export Sales Manager EasJ-Europe\' ,i." '
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